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The transient vibration and sound radiation (TVSR) of plate-like structures with general elastic

boundary conditions was investigated using the time-domain finite element method (TDFEM) and

time-domain boundary element method (TDBEM). In this model, the structure can have arbitrary

elastic boundary conditions and hence the effects of the boundary conditions on the TVSR can be

effectively studied. The predicted results agreed well with existing experimental data using two

classical boundary conditions: simply supported at all edges and clamped-free-free-free. The TVSR

of a single panel with a more general boundary condition in two connected chambers was also

measured. The predicted results agreed well with these experimental results. The prediction method

was subsequently applied to evaluate the effects of elastic boundary supports on the TVSR of a

window caused by a sonic boom. Loudness, non-audible acoustic perception, and tactile vibration

thresholds were analyzed for different boundary conditions (varying between clamped and simply

supported). The possibility of improving the transient vibration and noise isolation performance by

selecting an appropriate boundary condition was thereby demonstrated.
VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3613696]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of different boundary conditions on the vibra-

tion and sound radiation of plate-like structures have been

studied for decades. Leissa reviewed the vibration properties

of a thin plate with various classical boundary conditions, such

as free, simply supported, and clamped.1 With the develop-

ment of various approximate and numerical solution techni-

ques, studies on the effects of more general boundary

conditions, such as arbitrary boundary supports with rotational

and translational stiffness, have also been carried out.2–4 These

studies indicate that the properties of the boundary supports

significantly affect the vibration and sound radiation of the

plate.

But simplification of the vibration and sound radiation

problem to a steady-state one by assuming harmonic excita-

tions is usually different from the actual noise sources. Apart

from studies of the steady state problems, other research has

analyzed the transient response of plate-like structures.5–12 In

these studies, Forsyth and Warburton11 analyzed the transient

response of cantilever plates to an impulse force. Craggs12

investigated the transient responses of clamped, simply sup-

ported, and cantilever plates using the transition matrix

method. These studies suggest that boundary conditions sig-

nificantly affect the transient response of a plate. Neverthe-

less, most studies have used classical boundary conditions.

Few references can be found that deal with the transient

response of a plate with general boundary conditions. Fan13

is one investigator who has considered the effects of visco-

elastic boundary supports on the transient vibration and sound

radiation (TVSR) of a rectangular plate. But in his model, dif-

ferent beam mode shape functions are required to calculate

the modal loss factor and the final modal equations for differ-

ent boundary conditions; consequently, a specific set of char-

acteristic functions for each type of boundary condition is

required. Moreover, his model is not well suited for plates

with arbitrary, non-uniform edge restraints. Since boundary

conditions are important in the TVSR of plate-like structures,

and since they have potential applications in optimizing struc-

ture mounting designs, a more systematic study of the effects

of arbitrary boundary conditions on the TVSR of these struc-

tures is required.

Among the various types of transient excitations, a sonic

boom is one type of shock wave that could transfer high lev-

els of vibration and noise into residential buildings. The tran-

sient response of a plate-like structure caused by an N-wave

has been widely studied.12,14–17 One study carried out by

Craggs12 compared the vibration responses of a rectangular

plate with all edges simply supported and one with all edges

clamped; a notable difference could be seen between the two

responses. This difference indicates that the effects of

boundary supports cannot be ignored when dealing with this

type of problem. But to our best knowledge, no results have

been reported for the transient vibroacoustic responses of a

window with arbitrary elastic boundary conditions caused by

sonic booms.

The specific problem that motivated this study is that an

effective tool is lacking for predicting the transient vibroa-

coustic response of a plate-like structure caused by sonic

booms with arbitrary elastic boundary conditions. This study

develops a numerical method based on the time-domain fi-

nite element method (TDFEM) and time-domain boundary

element method (TDBEM). The elastic parameters along the
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plate contour could be arbitrarily varied to simulate different

types of boundary conditions.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Theoretical model

Consider a thin rectangular plate of length Lx, width Ly

and thickness h with arbitrary elastic boundary supports

along the four edges, as shown in Fig. 1. The plate is

mounted on an infinite rigid baffle, as shown in Fig. 2. Carte-

sian coordinates X, Y, and Z originate at the center of the

plate, with X and Y parallel to its sides. The plate baffle sys-

tem is immersed in an infinite light fluid medium (air) and

separates the medium into receiver section V1(z > 0) and

source section V2(z < 0). The plate is subject to a time vary-

ing input force Fðx; y; tÞ. The classical thin plate theory is

used to analyze the vibration of a plate, but does not take

into account the effects of rotary inertia and shear deforma-

tion. The effect of fluid loading on the plate’s vibration has

also been neglected.

B. Vibratory motion of the plate

1. Time-domain finite element method (TDFEM)

The time-domain finite element method is used to deter-

mine the vibration response of this plate. The dynamic equi-

librium equation18 can be written as

Mf g €uf g þ Df g _uf g þ Kf g uf g ¼ FðtÞf g; (1)

where Mf g, Df g, and Kf g are the mass, damping, and stiff-

ness matrices, FðtÞf g is the time-dependent external load

vector, and uf g, _uf g, and €uf g are the nodal displacement,

velocity, and acceleration vectors. A proportional damping19

Df g is used here, where Df g is assumed to be proportional

to Kf g and is written as Df g ¼ b Kf g. b ¼ 2g=x0, g is the

damping factor and x0 is the fundamental natural frequency

of the plate system.

The four-node rectangle Kirchoff plate element18 is

used in the TDFEM model, and the mesh size of the element

is determined by considering both the solution accuracy and

computational cost. A suggestion proposed by Kim et al.20 is

a mesh size equal to one quarter of the wavelength of the

highest frequency of interest. Another simple mesh method

can be: (1) to give an initial element number that is reasona-

ble and economic; and (2) to increase this number until con-

verged results are obtained. The element numbers used in

the calculations through this paper were determined by using

this method.

To integrate the finite element equation, Eq. (1), step-

by-step in the time domain, the Newmark integration

scheme18 is used. The main assumptions of the Newmark

method can be expressed as

_uðtþ DtÞf g ¼ _uðtÞf g þ ½ð1� cÞ €uðtÞf g
þ c €uðtþ DtÞf g�Dt; (2)

uðtþ DtÞf g ¼ uðtÞf g þ _uðtÞf gDtþ 1

2
� a

� �
€uðtÞf g

�

þa €uðtþ DtÞf g
�

Dtð Þ2; (3)

where a and c are Newmark parameters that can be deter-

mined in order to obtain integration accuracy and stability,

and Dt is the time step. More details about this method and

the choice of values of a and c can be found in Ref. 18. Once

the external load vector FðtÞf g is known, the vectors of the

nodal displacement uf g, velocity _uf g, and acceleration €uf g
can be solved using this method. Unless stated otherwise,

a ¼ 0:25 and c ¼ 0:5 are used in the following numerical

calculations.

2. Elastic boundary supports

The elastic boundary can be idealized by combining

translational and rotational springs,3,4,21,22 as shown in

Fig. 1. The shear force Q and bending moment MB produced

by the springs of each edge can be written in terms of flex-

ural displacement, translational stiffness St, and rotational

stiffness Sr.
22 The stiffness matrices Kf g of the plate with

elastic boundary supports in Eq. (1) is then given as

Kf g ¼ Kplate

� �
þ Kedge

� �
; (4)

where Kplate

� �
is the plate’s stiffness contribution to the

stiffness matrix and Kedge

� �
is the edge’s stiffness contribu-

tion to the same matrix. Expressions for these matrices can

be found in Ref. 3. In this study, translational stiffness St and

rotational stiffness Sr have been nondimensionalized, as

used in Refs. 3, 21, and 22.
FIG. 1. A rectangular plate with elastic boundary supports along the edges

(for simplicity and clarity, only the supports along the left edge are shown).

FIG. 2. A rectangular plate mounted on an infinite rigid baffle.
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The elastic parameters along the contour can be arbitra-

rily varied to reproduce simply supported (St ¼ 1 and

Sr ¼ 0), clamped (St ¼ 1 and Sr ¼ 1), free (St ¼ 0 and

Sr ¼ 0), and guided (St ¼ 0 and Sr ¼ 1) edges, or any inter-

mediate situation (i.e., general elastic boundary conditions).

Moreover, these parameters can vary spatially along each

edge to represent arbitrary non-uniform elastic restraint.

Unless stated otherwise, in the following numerical calcula-

tions the infinite large value is represented by a very large

number, 1� 1012.

C. Sound radiation of the plate

The time-domain boundary integral equation used to

describe the radiated sound field of the plate (Fig. 2) is given

as23

CðnÞpðn; tÞ ¼
ð

S

ðt

0

r�ðx; t; n; sÞpðx; sÞdsdS

�
ð

S

ðt

0

rðx; t; n; sÞ @pðx; sÞ
@n

dsdS; (5)

where r and r� are the fundamental pressure and fundamen-

tal flux, respectively, p is acoustic pressure, the coordinates x
and n are the source and receiver points respectively, CðnÞ is

a constant23 whose value depends on the location of the

point n, t represents time, n is the unit normal direction on S,

and S is the integration area, which includes both the baffle

area Sb and the plate area Sp. The flux function @p=@n can be

expressed as @p=@n ¼ �q0€u, where q0 is the fluid density,

and €u is the normal acceleration of the plate.

In this paper, the plate is assumed to be flat and mounted

on an infinite rigid baffle (see Fig. 2). Similar to the treat-

ment in Ref. 24, the half-space fundamental pressure and

flux solutions are adopted to avoid modeling of the infinite

baffle. Equation (5) can then reduce to the well-known Ray-

leigh integral equation

pðn; tÞ ¼
ð

Sp

ðt

0

q0rHðx; t; n; sÞ€unðx; sÞdsdSp; (6)

where rH ¼ ½1=ð2prÞ�d½t� ðr=cÞ � s� is the half-space fun-

damental pressure solution in time domain. d is the Dirac d
function, the distance function r ¼ n� xj j, and c is the sound

propagation speed. It is worth mentioning that Eq. (6) is

valid for p either in the acoustic domain or on the surface Sp.

To solve Eq. (6), the plate surface Sp is discretized into

a number of boundary elements. A time-marching scheme is

then used to obtain the numerical solution for the unknown

pðn; tÞ at each discrete time step. A linear time interpolation

function is employed in this scheme. More details about the

numerical implementation procedure can be found in Ref.

23. Note that the singular integrals appear if the receiver

point n exists on plate surface Sp. The methods to solve this

singular integral can also be found in Ref. 23.

The discretization of the space and time variables are

the same as those used in the TDFEM method, so that the

radiated sound pressure can be solved by Eq. (6) when the

vibration (acceleration) response is determined (by the

TDFEM method).

III. MODEL VALIDATION

A. Validation of the prediction method against two
existing measurements

We predicted the transient response of a single plate

with different elastic boundary conditions and used two sets

of existing experimental data with two different types of

boundary conditions to validate the prediction method.

1. Measurement of NASA (Simply supported at all
edges)

A simply supported glass window was used in the NASA

sonic boom measurements in 2007.14 The window had the

dimension of 0.7 m� 1.2 m. The element numbers, time inter-

val Dt, and damping ratio used in our numerical calculation

were 6� 10, 6.3 ms, and 0.08, respectively. Figure 3 shows

the comparison between the predicted results and the experi-

mental data provided by NASA. A good agreement can be

seen in this figure. The receiving side in the model is assumed

to be a sound-free field, which differs from the receiving side

(a real bedroom) in NASA’s experiment. The vibration (accel-

erometer) response data provided by NASA, however, could

still be used to validate the model, since the reflected sound in

the bedroom had little effect on the vibration motion of the

window.

2. Measurement of Forsyth and Warburton (Clamped-
free-free-free)

Forsyth and Warburton measured the transient displace-

ment of a steel cantilever plate impacted by a small steel

ball.11 The plate was 16 inches long, 7.5 inches wide, and

0.282 inches thick, with one 7.5-inch edge clamped and the

other edges free. The element numbers, time interval Dt, and

damping ratio used in our numerical calculation were

32� 16, 10 ls, and 9� 10�5, respectively. Figure 4 compares

the predicted results and the experimental data and shows

generally good agreement between them.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the predicted results (-) and experimental data of

NASA (�) (Ref. 14).
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B. Validation of the prediction method against the
authors’ experimental measurement

The boundary conditions of the experiments shown in the

previous subsection were both classical boundary conditions.

To further validate the proposed model with more general

boundary conditions, we measured the transient vibrations

and sound radiations of a single plate with a non-classical

boundary condition.

1. Experimental setup

Figure 5 schematically illustrates the experimental setup.

We conducted measurements in two connected chambers at

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The net volumes of

these two chambers were 200 m3 and 70 m3, respectively.

The larger chamber was used as the receiving room and the

smaller chamber as the source room. The two chambers

shared a common wall. This wall had a square port at its cen-

ter sized 26 cm� 26 cm, which was designed to hold the

tested panel. Acoustic absorptive materials were added to the

surface of the walls of these two chambers except for the com-

mon wall. These absorptive materials were used to reduce as

much as possible any reflected sound that may have acted on

the tested panel in the source room. Absorptive materials

were also used in the receiving room to ensure that the sound

pressure measured in the receiving room would be completely

radiated from the tested panel. A 1 mm thick aluminum (Al)

panel was mounted in this port using two identical steel

frames that screwed directly into the port. Each frame was 34

cm by 34 cm square and 3 mm thick, with a 24 cm by 24 cm

square opening cut out of the middle. The Al panel was cut to

25.6 cm by 25.6 cm square to allow 8 mm of each edge to be

clamped between these two steel frames. The wall and the

steel frames were regarded as an infinite baffle.

A Kistler 9726A impact hammer was used to produce a

transient impact force acting on the Al panel in the source

room, while at the same time two B&K4935 microphones

were put in the receiving room to measure the radiated sound,

and a B&K 4394 accelerometer was attached to the Al panel

to measure the acceleration. The two microphones, referred as

“Mic 1” and “Mic 2,” were located at the center line of the Al

panel with 0.155 m and 1.112 m, respectively, away from the

panel. A Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y, Z) was used in

this paper, as shown in Fig. 5. The origin was set at the center

of the Al panel. The locations (coordinates) of the impact point

and the accelerometer were (�0.06, 0.06, 0) and (0, 0, 0) in

unit meters, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(b). All data were

collected by PULSE (Type B&K 3160-B-042) at a sampling

rate of about 8.2 kHz (0.12 ms) for a record length of 1 s.

2. Boundary condition and damping of the tested
panel

The actual boundary condition and damping of the plate

system used in this experiment need to be determined before

the comparison between the predictions and experimental

measurements can be performed. This plate system has been

used in the authors’ previous experimental work25 that was a

study on the frequency characteristics of sound transmission.

The boundary parameters St and Sr and the damping ratio g
were identified by the results from the modal testing, which

are 3201, 13.28, and 0.0115, respectively. Details about their

identification procedure can be found in Ref. 25.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the predicted results (heavy color) and experimental

data (light color) of Forsyth and Warburton (Ref. 11).

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the

experimental setup. (a) Experimen-

tal setup (the plate system is

enlarged in this figure for illustra-

tion). (b) Locations of the impact

force and the accelerometer.
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3. Experimental results and discussion

The time histories of the three measured parameters were

the impact force, the acceleration of the panel, and the sound

pressure in the receiving room. Figure 6 shows the measured

results, denoted as [Fig. 6(a)] impact force, [Fig. 6(b)] acceler-

ation, [Fig. 6(c)] sound pressure of “Mic 1,” and [Fig. 6(d)]

sound pressure of “Mic 2.” We used the impact force shown in

Fig. 6(a) as the input to the numerical model. For comparison,

we also include the predicted results in Fig. 6(b)–6(d). The ele-

ment numbers used in the numerical calculation were 8� 8.

As Fig. 6 shows, the predicted vibration (acceleration)

and sound radiation (sound pressure) results are in good

agreement with the experimental data. The discernible dis-

crepancies can be attributed to a number of factors, such as

the uneven panel thickness, the non-uniform boundary con-

ditions along the four edges, approximate damping, and the

added mass caused by the accelerometer. In addition, only a

rough location of the impact point was available when strik-

ing a hammer by hand. Also, the predicted sound pressure of

“Mic 1” agrees better with the experimental data than the

predicted results of “Mic 2”; this is because of the imperfect

sound absorption at the boundaries of the receiving room,

since the location of “Mic 2” was much further from the

tested panel and nearer to other walls of the room.

IV. APPLICATIONS TO SONIC BOOM

Another objective of this work was to examine the

effects of different boundary conditions on the transient

vibration and sound radiation (TVSR) of a single-pane win-

dow caused by sonic booms. Using the proposed model, we

carried out parametric studies on a single-pane glass win-

dow. The window was 1.3 m long, 0.9 m wide, and 1.5 mm

thick. Young’s modulus, density, Poisson’s ratio, and damp-

ing factor were 65 GPa, 2500 kg/m3, 0.25, and 0.04, respec-

tively. The window was assumed to be with uniform

boundary supports along the four edges and impacted by a 2

psf (95.6 pa), 150 ms N-wave, as shown in Fig. 7. The ele-

ment numbers and time interval Dt used in the numerical cal-

culation were 8� 6 and 0.4 ms, respectively. Since the key

concern in this study is the effect of the boundary supports

rather than that of the wave incidence angle, in the following

simulations the N-wave was assumed to be at normal inci-

dence for simplify. However, it should be noted that for a re-

alistic sonic boom any incidence angle is possible, and the

actual incidence angle needs to be well estimated (or meas-

ured) since it can influence the final response.17

Figure 8 compares the responses of the window with all

edges simply supported and with all edges clamped. To

FIG. 6. Comparison of the pre-

dicted results (heavy color) and ex-

perimental data (light color). (a)

Impact force time history. (b)

Acceleration time history. (c) Pres-

sure time history of “Mic 1.” (d)

Pressure time history of “Mic 2.”

FIG. 7. Pressure time history of an N-wave.
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make more comprehensive comparisons between these

responses, we used a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to convert

the responses into frequency spectrum data. Figure 9 shows

the resulting one-third octave spectra, and as a benchmark,

the criteria (thresholds) of tactile vibration26 and non-audible

acoustic perception.27

It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the time histories of TVSR

of the clamped window changed more quickly and decayed

more quickly than those of the simply supported window.

This is because the TVSR responses of the clamped window

contained more high-frequency components and fewer low-

frequency components compared with those of the simply

supported window, as shown in Fig. 9.

We also calculated more general boundary conditions

such as the ones varying between simply supported and

clamped edges. As noted by the authors in Refs. 28 and 29,

these types of boundary conditions are common for practical

windows in buildings. Since it is not clear which boundary

FIG. 8. Time-domain response of

simply supported and clamped win-

dows to the N-wave in Fig. 7. (a)

Acceleration time history at point A

on the simply supported window.

(b) Acceleration time history at

point A on the clamped window. (c)

Pressure time history at point B

radiated by the simply supported

window. (d) Pressure time history at

point B radiated by the clamped

window. The coordinates of points

A and B are (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0.1)

in unit meters, respectively. The

coordinate system used here is the

same as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 9. Frequency-domain response

of simply supported and clamped

windows to an N-wave (solid line)

and the corresponding evaluation cri-

teria (dashed line). (a) Spectra of

acceleration at point A on the simply

supported window. (b) Spectra of

acceleration at point A on the

clamped window. (c) Spectra of

pressure at point B radiated by the

simply supported window. (d) Spec-

tra of pressure at point B radiated by

the clamped window. Points A and B

are the same as those used in Fig. 8.
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condition performs better (less vibration and noise) directly

from the frequency spectrum figures such as Fig. 9, we

applied some important criteria (thresholds) to evaluate the

window’s performance with different boundary conditions.

These thresholds included the Hubbard tactile threshold26

and the “oppressive and vibration” threshold.27 We defined a

variable EX related to the excess of the corresponding

threshold, which can be expressed as follows:

EXðSt; SrÞ ¼
X

f

RðSt; Sr; f Þ � Tðf Þ½ � � yf g; (7)

where

y ¼ 1; when RðSt; Sr; f Þ � Tðf Þ > 0

0; else;

�

f represents the center frequencies of the one-third octave

bands, R is the spectrum of the acceleration (or sound radia-

tion) in the one-third octave bands, and T is the Hubbard tac-

tile threshold (or “oppressive and vibration” threshold).

Responses that are peculiar to low frequency stimuli are feel-

ings of oppression and vibration.27 This is why we selected

the “oppressive and vibration” threshold instead of other

thresholds related to non-audible perception. Figure 10

shows the calculation results; we calculated parameters

including maximum acceleration Amax, maximum sound

pressure SPLmax, loudness (PLdB), EXt, and EXop. We calcu-

lated loudness (PLdB) using the method of Ref. 30, and EXt,

and EXop according to Eq. (7), which represent the excesses

of the Hubbard tactile threshold and the “oppressive and

vibration” threshold, respectively. For better comparison, we

normalized maximum acceleration Amax, maximum sound

pressure SPLmax, EXop, and EXt in Fig. 10 by their maximum

value and converted the corresponding results Q into deci-

bels using the general definition Qðin dBÞ ¼ 20 log10ðQÞ.
In Fig. 10, the elastic boundary supports have a notable effect

on the vibration and sound radiation from a window caused

by an N-wave. In this case, there exists an optimum rotational

stiffness value (around Sr ¼ 10) at which the maximum accel-

eration Amax, EXt, loudness, maximum sound pressure level

SPLmax, and EXop are minimized. As a result of this optimum

rotational restraint treatment, reductions of 4 dB in vibration

(Amax), 5 dB in EXt, 5 dB in sound radiation (SPLmax), 3 dB in

loudness (PLdB) and 16 dB in EXop could be obtained in

comparison with their maximum possible values.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a time-domain prediction method to

examine the transient vibration and sound radiation of a rec-

tangular window with general elastic boundary conditions.

The approach used was based on the time-domain FEM and

time-domain BEM methods. The predicted results agreed

well with the experimental results for different types of

boundary conditions.

We applied this method to evaluate the effects of elastic

boundary supports on the response of a window caused by a

sonic boom. The results show a significant effect of the elas-

tic boundary supports on the window’s TVSR. This study

thus shows that maximum acceleration, tactile vibration per-

ception, maximum radiated sound pressure, and non-audible

perception levels can be effectively reduced using appropri-

ate boundary conditions. Although the numerical examples

in this study focused on the general boundary conditions that

vary between simply supported and clamped edges, the cur-

rent method could be applied to solve the transient vibroa-

coustic problems of any arbitrary uniform or non-uniform

elastic edge supports.
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FIG. 10. The effects of different boundary conditions on the vibration and

sound radiation of a window caused by an N-wave. (a) Maximum accelera-
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